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ANIMAL

BONE
FOSSIL
LEATHER
SHELL
BRICKEARTH
CLAY
CLAY LUMP
COB
WICHERT
DAUB
EARTH
MARL
MUD
PISE
SAND
ARTIFICIAL STONE
   COADE STONE
   PULHAMITE STONE
ARTIFICIAL TIMBER
ASBESTOS
BITUMEN
   ASPHALT
   TAR
   TARMACADAM
BITUMINOUS FELT
CEMENT MIX
   BUNGAROOSH
CEMENT
   PORTLAND CEMENT
CONCRETE
   BREEZE BLOCK
   LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE
   PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
   REINFORCED CONCRETE
MORTAR
ROMAN CEMENT
SLURRY
CERAMIC
   MAJOLICA
   TERRACOTTA
   FAIENCE
ETHYLTETRAFLUOROETHYLENE FOIL
FIBREGLASS
GLASS
   SOLAR CONTROL GLASS
PANEL BOARD
   FIBREBOARD
   PLYMETAL
   PLYWOOD
   WOODWOOL SLAB
PAPER
PLASTIC
   BAKELITE
   POLYCARBONATE
   POLYVINYL CHLORIDE
RENDER
   PEBBLEDASH
PLASTER
   DECORATIVE PLASTER
   TARGETING
   SCAGLIOLA
   PAINTED PLASTER
ROUGHCAST
STUCCO
RESIDUE
   CLinker
   LIME
   SLAG
RUBBER
ARTIFICIAL SLATE
ASHLAR
BRICK
  ENGINEERING BRICK
CANVAS
COBBLE
DECORATIVE PLASTER
  PARGETING
  SCAGLIOLA
GRAVEL
PEBBLE
RUBBLE
TESSERA
THATCH
TILE
  DOUBLE ROMAN TILE
  ENCAUSTIC TILE
  MATHEMATICAL TILE
  PANTILE
  ROMAN TILE
  SHINGLE
  SPANISH TILE
  TRIPLE ROMAN TILE
TIMBER
  LATH
  SHINGLE
  WATTLE
  WEATHERBOARD
METAL

ALUMINIUM
ANODIZED ALUMINIUM
BRASS
BRONZE
COPPER
GOLD
IRON
CAST IRON
GALVANIZED IRON
WROUGHT IRON
LEAD
SHEET LEAD
SILVER
STEEL
GALVANIZED STEEL
HIGH TENSILE STEEL
WEATHERING STEEL
TIN
ZINC
MINERAL

DOLOMITE
FELDSPAR
FLUORITE
HORNBLENDE
QUARTZ

CLASS LIST
ALABASTER
BASALT
BRECCIA
CHERT
FLINT
CONGLOMERATE
PUDDINGSTONE
HERTFORDSHIRE PUDDINGSTONE
SEPTARIA
DIORITE
DOLERITE
FOREST STONE (LEICESTERSHIRE)
FREESTONE
GNEISS
GRANITE
ABERDEEN GRANITE
MOORSTONE
MOUNTSORREL GRANITE
PETERHEAD GRANITE
SHAP GRANITE
GREENSTONE
IRONSTONE
LIMESTONE
CARBONIFEROUS LIMESTONE
CRETACEOUS LIMESTONE
CAEN STONE
CHALK
BEER STONE
CLUNCH
KENTISH RAGSTONE
DEVONIAN LIMESTONE
JURASSIC LIMESTONE
GRITSTONE (LIMESTONE)
LIAS
BLUE LIAS
KEINTON STONE
HAM HILL STONE
HORNTON STONE
MARLSTONE
OOLITIC LIMESTONE
BATH STONE
COTSWOLD STONE
LINCOLNSHIRE LIMESTONE
PORTLAND STONE
PURBECK STONE
MAGNESIAN LIMESTONE
TERTIARY LIMESTONE
BEMBRIDGE LIMESTONE
TUFACEOUS LIMESTONE
MARBLE
CAMPAN MARBLE
CARRARA MARBLE
CONNEMARA MARBLE
IONA MARBLE
STONE

SKYE MARBLE
POLYPHANT
PORPHYRY
ELVAN
QUARTZITE
RAGSTONE
RHYOLITE
SANDSTONE
BARGATE STONE
CARSTONE
FIRESTONE
GRITSTONE (SANDSTONE)
MALMSTONE
PENNANT STONE
REIGATE STONE
SARSEN STONE
SUSSEX STONE
HORSHAM STONE
WEALDEN STONE
YORK STONE
SCHIST
SERPENTINE
SHALE
SILTSTONE
SLATE
KILLAS
LAKE DISTRICT SLATE
SCOTTISH SLATE
WELSH SLATE
WEST COUNTRY SLATE
SYENITE
TUFT
WHINSTONE
TEXTILE

FELT
VEGETAL

PEAT

PLANT

GORSE
GRASS
HEATHER
REED
SEAWEED
STRAW

COMBED WHEAT REED
LONG STRAW

TURF

WOOD

BAMBOO
CEDAR
CORK
ELM
OAK
PINE